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Abstract - A complete characterization of reactive
power is of increasing importance, given the abun-
dance of nonlinear loads and distributed generators
in modern power systems. This paper describes a
physics-based methodology for decomposing the cur-
rent (and consequently the apparent power) into mu-
tually orthogonal components. Our framework also
unifies several results from the literature, and enables
useful descriptions of industrial loads in unbalanced,
nonsinusoidal operation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

STARTING with the work of Budeanu [1], many
authors have aimed to characterize the concept

of reactive power in the most general case, and to de-
compose the load current into physically meaningful
mutually orthogonal components. The most detailed
work to date appears to be that of Czarnecki [2], who
introduced a decomposition consisting of five mutu-
ally orthogonal components. In this paper we intro-
duce a new orthogonal decomposition that general-
izes and refines the one proposed by Czarnecki, as
well as those introduced by Sharon [3] and Shep-
herd and Zakikhani [4]. Our derivation uses only two
fundamental mathematical concepts: 1) the Hilbert
transform, and 2) orthogonal projection on a chain
of nested subspaces, and treats the conductance and
susceptance parts of the load admittance in a sym-
metric fashion. Moreover, we show that ourseven-
componentorthogonal decomposition clearly relates
Budeanu’s ideas to Czarnecki’s decomposition.

We use a Hilbert space terminology [5] to for-
mulate our objectives and derive our results. Thus
v(t) and i(t) are row vectors representing load volt-
age and current (nonlinear load, nonsinusoidal volt-
age source), which we view as elements in a Hilbert

space of n-phase, square integrable,T -periodic
waveforms, with the inner product defined by

〈〈 x , y 〉〉 def=
1
T

∫

T
x(t)y>(t)dt (1)

For instance, in this terminology the rms value of
the polyphase voltagev(t) is expressed as‖v‖ =√〈〈 v , v 〉〉, and the average (real) power delivered to
the load isP = 〈〈 i , v 〉〉. Thus from the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality

P ≤ ‖i‖ ‖v‖ def= S

we conclude that the apparent powerS is the highest
average power delivered to the load, among all loads
that have the same rms current‖i‖ (we assume that
the voltage across the load remains unchanged as we
change the apparent load seen by the source).

For a non-ideal loadP < S, and this mismatch
is the target of compensation devices (Fig. 1). The
ideal (Fryze) compensator achieves

is(t) = iF (t) def=
〈〈 i , v 〉〉
‖v‖2

v(t) (2)

so that P = ‖iF ‖ ‖v‖. The current difference

iexc(t)
def= i(t) − iF (t) is orthogonal toiF (t), so

that‖i‖2 = ‖iF ‖2 + ‖iexc‖2. Our objective is to de-
composeiexc into several mutually orthogonal com-
ponents that have a clear physical meaning.
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Figure 1: Load compensation in a power delivery system.

Our decomposition of the apparent power aims
at load compensation, and in this context the physi-
cal limitations imposed on the compensator are a key
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factor. In most cases, the appropriate decomposition
has 3 components, namely

i(t) = iF (t)⊕ inc(t)⊕ ic(t) (3)

whereic(t) is the part ofiexc(t) that can be compen-
sated with the specific compensator under considera-
tion, while inc(t) is the part that is left uncompen-
sated. The notation⊕ denotes a sum of mutually
orthogonal components. Indeed, many of the clas-
sical decompositions consist of such three compo-
nents: Budeanu [1], Kusters and Moore [6], Shep-
herd and Zakikhani [4], Sharon [3], Czarnecki (single
phase [7]), Depenbrock-Akagi-Nabae [9, 8]. How-
ever, in order to illustrate the precise relation among
several distinct decompositions, we are led to con-
struct a seven-component decomposition.

2 THE ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION

We consider the space of signals that consists
of n-phase, square-integrable, periodic signals. We
assume that the voltagev(t) is bandlimited with
first L harmonics being nonzero (and no DC com-
ponent, for simplicity). Thusv(t) consists of
nL mutually orthogonal components, i.e.,v(t) =∑n

k=1

∑L
`=1 vk,`(t) where

vk,`(t) = 2<{Vk,`e
j`ωt}ek

ek
def= [0 . . . 0 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

k

0 . . . 0] (4)

andVk,` is the phasor describing thek-th phase /̀ -th
harmonic ofv(t), namely

Vk,` =
1
T

∫

T

[
v(t)eT

k

]
e−j`ωtdt

The collection of all waveforms, such asvk,`(t), that
can be described by the expression (with fixedk, `)

2<{Cej`ωt}ek

for some (complex) phasorC is a two-dimensional
subspace of our Hilbert space. Every one of its mem-
bers can be obtained by a linear combination of the
two mutually orthogonal waveforms(cos `ωt) ek and
(sin `ωt) ek.

An alternative orthogonal basis for the subspace
of all k-th phase /̀ -th harmonic waveforms is given
by the two waveforms{vk,`(t),Hvk,`(t)}, where
Hx(t) denotes the Hilbert transform [10] of a wave-
form x(t). For periodic waveforms this linear trans-
form is completely determined by

H{ej`ωt} = −j(sgn `)ej`ωt (ω > 0)

so that

H{cos `ωt} = sin `ωt, H{sin `ωt} = − cos `ωt

Two key properties of the Hilbert transform (for
every periodic waveformx(t) with no DC compo-
nent) are‖Hx‖ = ‖x‖ and 〈〈 Hx , x 〉〉 = 0,
so that indeed{vk,`(t),Hvk,`(t)} form an orthogo-
nal basis for the subspace of allk-th phase /̀ -th
harmonic waveforms. Consequently, the waveforms
{[vk,`(·), Hvk,`(·)]; 1 ≤ k ≤ n, 1 ≤ ` ≤ L} form
an orthogonal basis for the subspace of alln-phase
signals that are bandlimited toL harmonics. This
was observed also by Mathis and Marten [11] in the
single-phase non-sinusoidal case. If the load is non-
linear, the current may have additional harmonics, so
that

i(t) = i‖(t)⊕ i⊥(t)

where the “inband” componenti‖(t) corresponds to
the harmonics1 ≤ ` ≤ L, and the “out-of-band”
component corresponds to the remaining harmonics.
If the currenti(t) has a DC component (but the volt-
age does not), theniDC is part ofi⊥(t). On th other
hand, ifv(t) has a DC component, then our orthog-
onal basis has to be augmented by the (constant)
single-phase waveformsΦk(t) = ek (for all t). The
augmented basis spans then(2L + 1) dimensional
subspace of alln-phase periodic waveforms that are
limited to L harmonicsandmay have a DC compo-
nent. Since voltages in large power systems rarely
have a DC component, and in the interest of brevity,
we continue to assume in the sequel thatv(t) has no
DC component.

Using the orthogonal basis{vk,`(·), Hvk,`(·); 1 ≤
k ≤ n, 1 ≤ ` ≤ L} we can decomposei‖(t) into its
2nL orthogonal components, viz.,

i‖(t) =
∑

k,`

gk,` vk,`(t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
iv(t)

+
∑

k,`

bk,` Hvk,`(t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
iw(t)

(5)

where (recall that‖Hx‖ = ‖x‖)

gk,`
def=

〈〈 i , vk,` 〉〉
‖vk,`‖2

, bk,`
def=

〈〈 i , Hvk,` 〉〉
‖vk,`‖2

, (6)

The relation betweenv(t) and i‖(t) can be inter-
preted in terms of anequivalent linear loadwith ad-
mittancegk,`− jbk,` . For a nonlinear load the values
of (gk,`, bk,`) depend on the load voltage, but for a
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linear loadgk,` − jbk,` is a voltage-independent con-
stant.

The orthogonal decomposition (5) provides a
two-component orthogonal decomposition ofi‖(t),
viz.,

i‖(t) = iv(t)⊕ iw(t) (7)

Thusiv ∈ V def= span{vk,` ; 1 ≤ k ≤ n, 1 ≤ ` ≤ L}
andiw ∈ W def= span{Hvk,`}.

In view of (2), iF (t) is the orthogonal projection
of the load currenti(t) on the one-dimensional sub-
spacespan{v(·)} ⊂ V. This means that

ig(t)
def= iv(t)− iF (t)

is orthogonal toiF (t), so that we obtain the orthogo-
nal decomposition

iv(t) = iF (t)⊕ ig(t), ig(t) =
∑

k,`

(gk,`−µg) vk,`(t)

(8)
Here

µg
def=

∑

k,`

pk,` gk,`

is a weighted mean of the load conductances{gk,`},
where pk,` are (the voltage square) normalized
weights

pk,`
def=

‖vk,`‖2

‖v‖2
=

‖vk,`‖2

∑
k,` ‖vk,`‖2

ThusiF (t) = µgv(t) is associated with the weighted
mean ofgk,` , while ig(t) is associated with the
spread ofgk,` in both phase and frequency around
µg .

Indeed, the norm ofig(t) is directly related to the
standard deviation of{gk,`}, viz.,

‖ig‖2 =
∑

k,`

(gk,` − µg)2‖vk,`‖2 = σ2
g‖v‖2

where

σg
def=

√∑

k,`

pk,`(gk,` − µg)2 (9)

In the special case whengk,` = 1/R for all k, `, e.g.
for a purely resistive balanced load, we getσg = 0,
and thusig(t) ≡ 0.

Given that the Fryze currentiF (t) is the orthog-
onal projection ofi(t) on v(t) [5], we now consider
the projection ofi(t) onHv(t) and denote it as the
“Budeanu current”

iB(t) def=
〈〈 i , Hv 〉〉
‖v‖2

Hv(t) = µbHv(t) (10)

where we used the fact that, from (5),〈〈 i , Hv 〉〉 =∑
k,` bk,`‖Hvk,`‖2, and we defined the weighted

mean susceptance

µb
def=

∑

k,`

pk,` bk,` . (11)

The associated power component is|QB| =
‖iB‖ ‖v‖, where

QB
def= 〈〈 i , Hv 〉〉
=

∑

k,`

2|Ik,`||Vk,`| sin
(
arg(Vk,`I

∗
k,`)

)

which is a polyphase extension of Budeanu’s defini-
tion of reactive power. The analogy with the Fryze
current and real power is now complete, asiB(t) is
the orthogonal projection of the load currenti(t) on
the one-dimensional subspacespan{Hv(·)} ⊂ W
and, therefore,

ib
def= iw(t)− iB(t)

is orthogonal toiB(t), so that we obtain the orthogo-
nal decomposition

iw(t) = iB(t)⊕ib(t) , ib(t) =
∑

k,`

(bk,`−µb)Hvk,`(t)

(12)
Again, the norm ofib(t) is directly related toσb , the
standard deviation of{bk,`}, viz.,

‖ib‖ = σb‖v‖, σb
def=

√∑

k,`

pk,`(bk,` − µb)2 (13)

The special caseσb = 0 is relatively rare (as com-
pared withσg = 0), since it requires that the imag-
inary part of the load admittance be independent of
phaseand of frequency. This requirement is violated
by linear inductive and capacitive loads.

In summary, we have the 4-component orthogo-
nal decomposition of the inband current

i‖(t) = iF (t)⊕ ig(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
iv(t)

⊕ iB(t)⊕ ib(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
iw(t)

(14)

We can further refine our current decomposition
to provide an indication whether the load is balanced
or not among phases. We shall call the load G-
balanced (respectively B-balanced) whengk,` (resp.
bk,`) is independent of the phase indexk. For a G-
balanced load

iv(t) ∈ span{
n∑

k=1

vk,`(t) ; 1 ≤ ` ≤ L} ⊂ V
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so, in general, we can refine the orthogonal decom-
position (8) ofiv(t) using the orthogonal projection
of the load currenti(t) on this subspace. This leads
to

iv(t) = iF (t)⊕ igs(t)⊕ igu(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ig(t)

(15)

where

igu(t) def=
∑

k,`

[
gk,` − µg(`)

]
vk,`(t)

is the current corresponding to the unbalanced por-
tion of the load conductance, and

igs(t) = ig(t)− igu(t) =
∑

k,`

[
µg(`)− µg

]
vk,`(t)

is the remainder ofig, due to the spread of{gk,`}
with frequency. Hereµg(`) is a frequency-dependent
weighted mean

µg(`)
def=

〈〈 i ,
∑

k vk,`(t) 〉〉
‖∑

k vk,`‖2
=

∑
k gk,`‖vk,`‖2

∑
k ‖vk,`‖2

The norms ofigs(·), igu(·) satisfy

‖igs‖ = σ̂g‖v‖, ‖igu‖ = σ̌g‖v‖ (16)

where σ̌g is the standard deviation with respect to
phase, averaged over all frequencies, viz.,

σ̌g
def=

√∑

k,`

pk,`|gk,` − µg(`)|2 (17)

and

σ̂2
g

def= σ2
g − σ̌2

g =
∑

k,`

pk,`|µg(`)− µg|2 (18)

describes the variation across frequency. When the
load is G-balanced,igu = 0.

Next, we decomposeib(t) in the same way,
namelyib(t) = ibs(t) ⊕ ibu(t) to finally obtain the
seven-component decomposition

i = iF ⊕ igs ⊕ igu ⊕ iB ⊕ ibs ⊕ ibu ⊕ i⊥ (19)

Note that we can define only two signed power
components using the projections of the current onv
andHv, respectively:

P = µg‖v‖2 = 〈〈 iF , v 〉〉 = 〈〈 i , v 〉〉 (20)

QB = µb‖v‖2 = 〈〈 iB , Hv 〉〉 = 〈〈 i , Hv 〉〉 (21)

whereP is the real (active) power andQB is the
Budeanu reactive power. Sinceµg > 0, we have

P = ‖iF ‖ ‖v‖, but QB need not be positive, so
|QB| = ‖iB‖ ‖Hv‖ = ‖iB‖ ‖v‖.

We can express the orthogonal current decompo-
sition (19) also in terms of powers (the orthogonal-
ity among various currents implies the possibility to
define powers by calculating squares of norm of cur-
rents, and multiplying with the square of the voltage
norm throughout)

S2 = P 2 + N2
s + N2

u + Q2
B + Q2

s + Q2
u + S2

⊥ (22)

The standard nomenclature exists only for some
components, e.g. P and QB. We denoteNs

and Nu as spread (over frequencies) and unbal-
anced (over phases) co-active powers, respectively,
and Qs and Qu as spread and unbalanced co-
reactive powers, respectively. We propose to
use the termreactive power to collectively de-
note the three susceptance-dependent terms, namely√

Q2
B + Q2

s + Q2
u. Similarly, the overall co-active

power isNg =
√

N2
s + N2

u . The last term,S⊥, is
the out-of-band apparent power.

3 RELATIONSHIPS WITH EXISTING
DECOMPOSITIONS

Our two-component decomposition (5) reduces,
in the single-phase case, to that of Shepherd and Za-
kikhani [4], as shown in the following Table (with
Sv = ‖v‖‖iv‖ andQw = ‖v‖‖iw‖):

Shepherd & Zakikhani SR SX

Ours iv, Sv iw, Qw

If we split iv(t), but notiw(t), viz.,

i‖ = iF (t)⊕ ig(t)⊕ iw(t)

we obtain the decomposition of Sharon, viz.

Sharon P Sc SQ

Ours iF , P ig, Ng iw, Qw

The relation to Czarnecki’s decomposition [2] is de-
tailed below

Czarnecki ia is ir iu ig
Ours iF igs iB ⊕ ibs igu ⊕ ibu i⊥
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Note that Czarnecki does not indicate that Budeanu’s
current (resp. power) is a subcomponent of his cur-
rent ir(t) (resp. Qr), and he combines the unbal-
anced components corresponding to conductances
and susceptances.

A polyphase generalization of the Kusters and
Moore decomposition [6] can also be obtained: it
requires a different decomposition of ouriw(t),
and one that isphase-dependent. The decomposi-
tion used for thek-th phase ofiw(t) is based on
the subspacespan{∑` `r [Hvk,`(t)]}, where either
r = 1 (for capacitors) orr = −1 (for inductors).
Note that this subspace is one-dimensional (since the
phase indexk has a fixed value), but not colinear
with the (also one-dimensional) “Budeanu subspace”
span{∑l[Hvk,`(t)]}.

4 BASIC EXAMPLES

In this section we study general conditions under
which certain power components vanish. In the case
of balanced loads,igu and ibu vanish, while in the
case of balancedand frequency-independent loads
the same happens toig andib. In the case of a purely
resistive (reactive, respectively) load, we haveiw ≡ 0
(or iv ≡ 0, resp.)

Example 1 – consider the case of a three phase
system, with balanced voltages (of unit magnitude)
and with a resistive load in phasea, a purely induc-
tive one in phaseb and a purely capacitive one in
phasec, each drawing a current of unit magnitude.

In this (sinusoidal) case‖i‖2 = ‖v‖2 = 3, and
g11 = 1, g21 = 0 = g31, b11 = 0, b21 = 1
and b31 = −1. There is only one frequency, so
µg(`) ≡ µg, µb(`) ≡ µb and, therefore,igs =
0 = ibs. Also ‖v1‖ = ‖v2‖ = ‖v3‖ = 1, so that
µg = 1/3, σ2

g = 2/9, µb = 0, σ2
b = 2/3, and

‖iF ‖2 = µ2
g‖v‖2 =

1
3
, iB = 0,

‖ig‖2 = σ2
g‖v‖2 =

2
3
, ‖ib‖2 = σ2

b‖v‖2 = 2

In terms of powers,S2 = 9, P 2 = 1, N2
u =

2, Q2
u = 6. The reactive power is entirely due to

the imbalance of the susceptances, but there is also a
significant co-active power, due to the imbalance of
the conductances.

Example 2– consider the case of a single-phase,
ideal linear inductor (of unit reactance), driven by a
fundamental (of unit magnitude) and the fifth har-
monic (of magnitude0.1) so that‖V1‖ = 1, ‖V5‖ =
0.1, g` = 0 for all `, and b1 = 1, b5 = 0.2.

Thus‖v‖2 = 1.01, µb = 0.9921, andσb = 0.0792.
Since there is only one phase, all unbalanced com-
ponents are, of course, identically zero, but, inter-
estingly enough, Budeanu’s power does not capture
all of the reactive power. Indeed,i(t) = iw(t) =
iB(t) ⊕ ib(t), where ‖iB‖ = µB‖v‖ = 0.9970
and ‖ib‖ = σb‖v‖ = 0.0796, and so‖i‖2 =
‖iB‖2 + ‖ib‖2 = 1.0004. Finally, S2 = 1.0104,
Q2

B = 1.0040, and the (spread) co-reactive power
is Q2

b = 0.0064. While the numerical discrepancy
is small, it is important to note that a difference will
exist whenever the load is frequency dependent.

Example 3 – this example was used in [5] to
demonstrate that under certain conditions, a reactive
power compensator based on instantaneous reactive
power [8] may inject harmonics that are absent in
both voltage and current. A two phase resistive load
has voltages

v(t) =

[
V1 cos(ωt)
V2 sin(ωt)

]T

, i(t) =

[
P0/V1

cos(ωt)
P0/V2

sin(ωt)

]T

Note the particular choice of (constant) parameters
– the resistance in each phase is proportional to the
square of the voltage magnitude in that phase. From
‖v‖2 = (V 2

1 + V 2
2 )/2, ‖i‖2 = P 2

0 /2(1/V 2
1

+ 1/V 2
2
), g11 =

P0/V 2
1

, g21 = P0/V 2
1

, and all susceptance-related and
out-of-band terms identically zero, we get

µg =
2P0

V 2
1 + V 2

2

, σ2
g =

P 2
0

4‖v‖4

(V1

V2
− V2

V1

)2

Finally, P = µg‖v‖2 = P0 andNg = P0
2 |V1

V2
− V2

V1
|

For V1 = 1, V2 = 0.1, P0 = 1, we get‖v‖2 =
0.505, ‖i‖2 = 50.5, andg11 = 1, g21 = 100. There
is again only one frequency, soµg(`) ≡ µg = 1.98,
σ2

g = 96.08, and ‖iF ‖2 = µ2
g‖v‖2 = 1.98 ,

‖ig‖2 = σ2
g‖v‖2 = 48.52 = ‖igu‖2 since there

is no frequency spread. In terms of powers,S2 =
25.5, P 2 = P 2

0 = 1, N2
u = 24.5, and all other

terms are zero. Note that this is more intuitive in this
purely resistivecircuit than the instantaneousreactive
power [8] that equalsq(t) = P0

2 (V1
V2
− V2

V1
) sin(2ωt).

5 INDUSTRIAL EXAMPLE - ADJUSTABLE
SPEED DRIVE

We apply our decomposition to the example of
a 350-HP industrial adjustable speed drive (ASD),
operating in parallel with a linear unbalanced load.
The load voltages are mildly nonsinusoidal and un-
balanced, as seen in Fig. 2; the corresponding current
waveforms (with large 5-th and 7-th harmonic) are
shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: Polyphase industrial load - voltages.
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Figure 3: Polyphase load - currents.

The voltages contain (odd) harmonics up to
eleventh, while current has harmonics up to 19-th.
Representative values are given in Tables 1 and .

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
Order Mag. Phase Mag. Phase Mag. Phase

[V ] [◦] [V ] [◦] [V ] [◦]
1 221.4 -0.18 222.9 -119.6 224.2 119.8
3 0.56 109.4 0.56 -130.6 0.56 -10.56
5 3.74 -142.6 4.25 -27.68 4.32 100.55
7 1.243 26.63 1.69 -127.8 0.784 95.36
9 0.225 -126.6 0.225 -6.62 0.225 113.4
11 0.404 54.43 0.404 174.4 0.404 -65.57

Table 1: Load voltage harmonics.

Order Mag. Phase
[A] [◦]

1 342.8 −13
3 3.48 33
5 13.37 −16
7 7.20 77
9 0.34 49
11 4.46 145
13 2.06 −164
15 0.34 −45
17 7.20 −45
19 5.14 −51

Table 2: Load current harmonics in phase 1 of ASD.

The overall load consists of the adjustable speed
drive and of additional unbalanced three phase cur-
rent sink:

isink,1 = 120 sin(2π 50 t− 30◦)A;

isink,2 = 90 sin(2π 50 t− 120◦ + 10◦)A;

isink,3 = 40 sin(2π 50 t + 120◦ − 45◦)A;

Then we calculate

µg = 1.8283[1/Ω]; µb = 0.4543[1/Ω]

σ̂g =
‖igs‖
‖v‖ = 0.0310[1/Ω]

σ̌g =
‖igu‖
‖v‖ = 0.1614[1/Ω]

σ̂b =
‖ibs‖
‖v‖ = 0.0313[1/Ω]

σ̌b =
‖ibu‖
‖v‖ = 0.1399[1/Ω]

and ‖v‖ = 386.1V ; ‖i‖ = 732.39A; ‖iF ‖ =
705.88A, ‖iB‖ = 175.40A; ‖igs‖ =
11.95A; ‖igu‖ = 62.33A, ‖ibs‖ =
12.12A; ‖ibu‖ = 54.0A

The corresponding decomposition of the reactive
power is shown in Table 3.
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S P Ns Nu QB Qs Qu S⊥
282 770 272 540 4 616 24 065 67 720 4 679 20 868 6 078

Table 3: Powers in the adjustable speed drive plus unbalanced fundamental frequency load example.

Note that components corresponding to phase un-
balance are larger than frequency spread and out-of-
band components. If only the adjustable speed drive

is connected and the voltages are balanced, the unbal-
anced power components are zero, as expected (see
Table 4).

S P Ns Nu QB Qs Qu S⊥
229 654 223 177 12 480 0 51 302 9 976 0 6 776

Table 4: Powers in the adjustable speed drive example with balanced nonsinusoidal voltages.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we described a methodology for de-
composing the apparent power into mutually orthog-
onal components. Our decomposition places no limi-
tations on the number of phases or harmonics, and al-
lows for arbitrary unbalance among phases and over
frequencies. This may prove beneficial for character-
ization of modern power systems, as the emergence
of nonlinear loads and distributed generation results
in both complicated power flow patterns and in the
need to precisely characterize them. The measure-
ment requirements for applying our decomposition
in industrial practice are not more demanding than
in previously proposed decompositions, and are typ-
ically satisfied in modern industrial plants. In addi-
tion to metering purposes, the methodology may con-
tribute towards equipment design and control, as it
builds on common engineering intuition by utilizing
physics-based properties to characterize the energy
flows.
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